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the omission of CRT, is of great importance given the well-established relationships among physical fitness, energy balance, adiposity, and morbidity and mortality in the general population. These findings highlight the need to implement randomized controlled trials to determine the effectiveness of lifestyle interventions on health outcomes and quality of life across the entire cancer care continuum.
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Comment on Jitschin et al, page 3432

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia and the Warburg effect

Carol Moreno  Hospital Santa Creu i Sant Pau

In this issue of Blood, Jitschin et al demonstrate a microenvironmental glycolytic shift in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) cells mediated by Notch-–c-Myc signaling. Interfering in the Notch–c-Myc pathway and reprogramming glycolytic metabolism could contribute to overcoming drug resistance in CLL.

CLL is the prototypical tumor in which the microenvironment plays a key role in the physiopathology of the disease. CLL cells cultivated in vitro die quickly unless they are grown in a microenvironment-mimicking milieu. The CLL microenvironment (an admixture of stromal cells, monocyte-derived nursing cells, T cells, and macrophages) promotes cell growth, traffic of cells between tissues and blood, and cells homing in protected niches. Importantly, the microenvironment also protects CLL cells from both spontaneous- and cytotoxic-mediated apoptosis. Unraveling the mechanisms accounting for these effects is therefore crucial to understanding CLL physiopathology and identifying potential treatment targets.

The microenvironment activates and protects CLL cells through several mechanisms. CLL surface molecules (eg, B-cell receptor, CD38, CXC chemokine receptor 4 [CXCR4]), chemokines (eg, CXC chemokine ligands 12, 13 [CXCL12, CXCL13]), adhesion molecules (eg, fibroblast growth factor, platelet-derived growth factor, very late antigen-4, stromal-derived factor), and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor members (eg, CD40, B-cell maturation antigen, B-cell–activating factor receptor, transmembrane activator and calcium modulator and cyclophilin ligand interactor) engage in crosstalk with their respective tissue ligands. This results in survival and expansion of the CLL clone, and protects CLL cells from apoptosis.

On the other hand, a main feature of cancer cells is their ability to avidly take up glucose and convert it to lactate, even in the presence of sufficient oxygen (“Warburg effect”). This altered glycolytic dependency leads to a less efficient generation of adenosine triphosphate compared with the oxidative phosphorylation process which occurs in normal cells. It has been shown that CLL cells exert increased oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria, but whether stromal cells may induce metabolic changes in CLL cells is largely unknown. In this context, it is worth mentioning that oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes are strongly linked to metabolic pathways through transcriptional or posttranscriptional regulation of metabolic enzymes.

To shed light on these issues, Jitschin et al studied the glycolytic metabolism in 49 peripheral blood samples coculturing CLL cells with the HS–5 human bone marrow stromal cell line, primary bone marrow–derived mesenchymal stromal cells, or lymph node–derived fibroblasts. They found that CLL cells showed increased glycolysis accompanied by higher lactic acid production, glucose uptake, and glucose transportation, as well as expression of key enzymes (eg, hexokinase-2, lactate dehydrogenase A, enolase-1) involved in this process. Furthermore, they demonstrated that Notch-–c-Myc signaling participates in these events. In line with recent evidence linking Notch signaling with stromal cell–mediated effects, cocultivated CLL cells upregulated the expression of the Notch-1 receptor and the downstream target gene Hes-1, reflecting a canonical Notch activation. Interestingly, a correlation between Notch-1 mutated CLL cells and an increased glycolytic metabolism was also found. To close the loop, CLL cells cocultured in a microenvironment-mimicking milieu displayed a significant upregulation of the c-Myc gene and its protein expression. In fact, the inhibition of the Notch signaling pathway by a γ-secretase inhibitor (GSI) resulted not only in decreased stromal-mediated upregulation...
around the microenvironment (see being considered a target for cancer treatment. reprogramming glycolytic metabolism is again role in CLL biology and its therapy. In fact, Warburg effect, does apply for a prominent physiopathology of cancer, the so-called intertwined network of different pathways, plethora of microenvironment-governed chemokines that operate in a complex and microenvironment and CLL cells, it appears that the microenvironment has an important role in shifting glycolysis in CLL cells, and that this effect is at least mediated in part by the Notch-c-Myc axis.

In short, besides well-known physiopathological connections between the microenvironment and CLL cells, it appears that the microenvironment has an important role in shifting glycolysis in CLL cells, and that this effect is at least mediated in part by the Notch-c-Myc axis.

From the clinical perspective, CLL treatment is rapidly moving from cytotoxic agents, which in most cases are given in combination with an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody (MoAb), to noncytotoxic compounds targeting specific CLL pathways revolving around the microenvironment (see figure). Some of these agents (eg, ibrutinib, idelalisib) have entered into clinical practice, have shown remarkable effectiveness, and are changing CLL treatment algorithms. Now, to the plethora of microenvironment-governed chemokines that operate in a complex and the intertwined network of different pathways, an old and well-known actor in the physiopathology of cancer, the so-called Warburg effect, does apply for a prominent role in CLL biology and its therapy. In fact, reprogramming glycolytic metabolism is again being considered a target for cancer treatment. There is no reason why CLL should be an exception to this appealing approach. In the exciting era of precision medicine for CLL, the study reported by Jitschin et al paves the road for further studies on CLL metabolism and its potential implications in the treatment of this still incurable disease.
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Comment on Martelli et al, page 3455, and El Hajj et al, page 3447

**ATRA and ATO team up against NPM1**

Steven Grant VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

In this issue of Blood, Martelli et al1 and El Hajj et al2 independently report that nucleophosmin-1 (NPM1)–mutant leukemia is particularly vulnerable to a novel strategy combining all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) with arsenic trioxide (ATO). The era of targeted therapy has seen some of its greatest successes in the hematologic arena (eg, breakpoint cluster region [BCR]/Abelson [ABL] kinase inhibitors in chronic myeloid leukemia and ATRA in acute promyelocytic leukemia [APL]). Moreover, addition of ATO, an agent that induces oxidative stress and interferes with protein translation, to ATRA sharply increases APL cell killing to the extent that cures in this disease are no longer unrealistic.3 A theoretical (and practical) basis for translating ATRA/ATO-based strategies to non-APL acute myelocytic leukemia (AML) is currently lacking.

The central question addressed in the 2 studies is whether the ATRA/ATO strategy might be appropriate for non-APL leukemias, and particularly for leukemia characterized by another mutant oncoprotein, NPM1. NPM1 is a gene encoding a nucleolar shuttling protein that is frequently mutated in AML (30%) and which has been implicated in leukemogenesis. Although it carries a favorable prognosis, this feature is overcome by the presence of FMS-like tyrosine kinase-3 internal tandem duplication mutations. Moreover, despite initial responses to induction chemotherapy, relapses often occur in NPM1-mutant AML, and cures remain elusive, justifying the search for novel
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